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For some years Neelie Kroes, the European Commissioner for Competition, has
tentatively mooted the possible introduction of a direct settlement procedure in cartel
cases1. Under such a procedure, infringing parties and the competition authority agree
an understanding of the dimensions of both the illegal activity and the appropriate
penalties. The introduction of such a procedure has been supported in a general way
by a number of commentators as a natural corollary of the leniency policy. 2
Settlements are attractive as a way of concluding cases more quickly and avoiding
costly appeals. In October 2007, the Commission published a draft settlement
procedure for cartel cases that promises to free up resources, allowing the
Commission to clear its apparent backlog of leniency applications and enhance
deterrence by imposing more timely punishment on cartel members. Currently, only
'Consent Commitments' are possible by virtue of Article 9(1) Modernisation
Regulation, but are not intended to be used where the Commission imposes a fine. 3
* The support of the UK’s Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) and Arts and Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) is gratefully acknowledged. The author would also like to thank Prof.
Morten Hviid and Dr Andrew Scott (LSE) for helpful comments. The usual disclaimer applies.
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Commissioner Kroes' original reflections were inspired by “a comparative glance
across the Atlantic” where more than ‘90 per cent of corporate defendants charged
with an antitrust offence have entered into plea agreements’ with the US Department
of Justice, Antitrust Division (DOJ).4

The US system of ‘plea bargains’ represents an extreme form of settlement whereby
the level of sanction is agreed between the competition authority and the infringing
firm, and where rights of appeal are waived. The draft European settlement procedure,
by contrast, is designed primarily as a procedural time-saving device; parties can still
appeal the final decision and only a potential fine is agreed. In addition, it is not
intended that parties can bargain or negotiate with the Commission, only that they
should reach a common understanding through discussions.

The benefit of settlements in processing cases quickly is hard to dispute. Cases
involving international cartels are usually concluded within four years in the US,
whereas in the EC the same cases have taken as long as a decade – delayed mainly by
long procedures and slow appeals to the Court of First Instance (CFI) and European
Court of Justice (ECJ). However, a system of direct settlement may also bring with it
a number of costs that can outweigh the benefits: The use of a settlement concession,
and the competition authorities desire to settle as many cases as possible, can lead to
lower fines at the expense of deterrence; Unjust outcomes can result from less
detailed investigations and a greater reliance on information obtained through
leniency submissions that may be inaccurate. Some firms may choose to settle when it
is not equitable to do so because they are averse to risk, or as a result of bargaining
pressure exerted by the competition authority. Safeguards are needed to ensure
fairness (particularly if firms are forced to waive their right of appeal), however
effective oversight by the courts is hard to implement where neither party wants the
settlement to be challenged. Where less information about the infringement is made
public upon settlement, private follow-on actions for damages may also be hindered.
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The aim of this paper is to review the US experience of direct settlement in cartel
cases; outline the potential costs of such as system; and evaluate whether the new
European settlement procedure is likely to enhance deterrence by freeing up
resources, while limiting those potential costs.

Section 1 of this paper discusses the motivation for adopting a system of direct
settlement in EC cartel cases. Section 2 looks at the extent to which settlements are
currently possible on the Community level. Section 3 discusses the US experience of
plea bargaining. Section 4 identifies some of the potential trade-offs and costs of a
system of direct settlement and how these can be limited through safeguards. Section
5 reviews and evaluates the likely effectiveness of the European procedure in light of
the costs identified in section 4. Finally, Section 6 identifies how the new procedure is
unlikely to curb the levels of successful appeals which generally do not concern the
extent of liability, but rather how final fines are calculated. It is suggested that savings
in this area can be achieved, not by extending the settlement procedure, but by making
the method of calculating fines more predictable and transparent.

1 Motivation for Change
Cartels have come to be seen as ‘cancers on the open market economy’;5 as the
‘supreme evil’ of antitrust,6 and as striking ‘at the very heart of the principal virtue of
economic activity’7 As such, they have everywhere become a central focus of
competition law enforcement. Enhanced mechanisms of cartel investigation and
punishment have been introduced in many jurisdictions. 8 In the EC, this has involved
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the refinement in 2002 and 2006 of the leniency programme for whistleblowers,9 the
freeing of resources formerly consumed by the notification scheme, the provision of
enhanced investigative powers in Regulation 1/2003,10 and the reestablishment of a
dedicated cartel directorate within DG Competition.11 In this context, it may seem
pre-emptive that the Commissioner has introduced yet another reform. In 2005, she
herself stated that “the measures we are already committed to taking to improve anticartel enforcement need to bed down and have a chance to demonstrate their
effectiveness”12. While the new enforcement armoury may prove sufficient in the
fight against cartels, the concern is that it has engendered problems of its own. In
particular, the motivation behind introducing a settlement procedure can be found in
two related factors: the length of time taken to determine EC cartel cases, and the cost
of subsequent legal defence.

1.1 The Length of Proceedings
The revisions of the leniency programme and the introduction of other enforcement
initiatives have been damagingly iatrogenic. This is perhaps a curious contention
given that, on the surface, the Commission’s intensification of its efforts to undermine
cartels appears to have garnered a measure of success. The number of cartel decisions
published by the Commission since 2001 has now surpassed those issued in the
previous 30 years, and the average time taken by the Commission to process cartel
cases has fallen significantly. 13 Furthermore, by September 2005 the Commission had
granted conditional immunity in response to 49 leniency applications. 14
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Notwithstanding this apparent progress, further analysis demonstrates that the
reorientation towards the ‘cartel-busting’ goal has brought many more cases to the
attention of the authority than it is easily able to accommodate. The increasing burden
of cartel cases is clear. The Commission explained in 2005 that “since entry into force
of [the revised 2002 leniency notice]… [it had] received… 80 applications for
immunity and 79 applications for a reduction of fine”.15 These figures contrast with
the total of 80 applications in the six and a half years of the operation of the 1996
Leniency Notice: a four-fold increase. 16 There has also been a substantial build-up of
ongoing investigations with at least 40 different cases pending.17 This has failed to
produce an increase in the number of hard core cartel cases concluded, with only 5
delivered in 2005 and 5 in 2006. It is not outlandish to suggest that this may be due to
the diversion of resources to the processing of new leniency applications. Notably, by
September 2005 the Commission had not yet completed any cases under the 2002
Leniency Notice.18 By March 2007 it had completed seven. This is important: any
stagnation of the move to expedite the throughput of cartel cases sends out the wrong
message as to enforcement and hence deterrence.19 Moreover, while the Commission
may be complimented on its hastened consideration of cases, it was starting from a
low base. The much-improved time taken from start to finish in cartel cases is still
running at an average of three and a half years.

Due to the confidential nature of the DOJ’s plea-bargaining process, it is not possible
to learn precisely the start date and hence the duration of such negotiations. Anecdotal
evidence suggests, however, that the first negotiated guilty plea in international cartel
infringements typically occurs within two years of an investigation commencing. By
contrast, in the EC every party to the infringement must wait as long as five years
before learning of the final fine determination. Any appeals process then follows. It is
not difficult to appreciate the basic attraction of a settlement procedure in releasing
human resources for other tasks.
15
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The relative tardiness of case determination is not the only concern. It is inevitable in
this context that, in accordance with the Automec II prioritisation principle, some
cases will not be investigated at all despite their presenting prima facie instances of
anti-competitive abuses. 20 The Commission has conceded that a leniency application
– that is, a fledgling cartel case – “may be unsuitable for further consideration…
because it is considered too unimportant… to investigate, given the Commission’s
limited resources”.21 This is not a situation that lends itself to effective deterrence.
Moreover, the long duration of cartel investigations may be inconsistent with
reasonable time requirements under EC law, under similar principles to the European
Convention of Human Rights.22

1.2 The Cost of Legal Defence
The second factor that may have originally prompted European interest in settlement
procedures is that the frequency of costly legal challenge to cartel decisions and fine
awards is high. The way the Commission determines fines is not a precise science,
and the scope for appeals reducing those fines will exist for as long as the
Commission exercises independently its wide discretion in their calculation. The rise
in the number of cartel cases naturally entails a concomitant growth in the annual
number of legal challenges. As Commissioner Kroes has noted: “one cartel decision
triggers an average of 3 to 4 court cases… defending our decisions is an ongoing and
implicit part of the process and needs to be planned for in terms of resources”.23

Some statistics can help to illustrate this predicament.24 According to Veljanovski25
cartel fines were reduced by an average of 18 per cent on appeal to the CFI and ECJ
during the period 1996-2005. From my own database of cases covering the same
20
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period, I calculate the reductions to be closer to 20 per cent. The size of fine
reductions at appeal has, however, fallen since the adoption of a leniency policy. In
the pre-leniency period (1975-1995), the average discount on appeal to the CFI was as
high as 49.3 per cent. To date, in no case has the final fine set by the courts been
higher than that originally imposed by the Commission.

Looking at the propensity to appeal, in 2005 and 2006 59 actions were brought
against 11 cartel Commission decisions. Of the 72 firms fined over €1 million, 53
appealed – so almost three quarters of firms incurring significant fines currently
appeal. This may be a substantial drop on previous years; Joshua and Camesasca26
estimated that as many as 90 per cent of firms appealed prior to 2005. Of the 53 firms
that appealed in 2005 and 2006, only 11 had received some form of leniency discount
other than immunity, indicating a greater tendency for non-leniency firms to appeal.
Of 50 CFI rulings delivered between 2003 and 2006 the average length of CFI appeal
was 3.5 years. ECJ rulings average three years. Upon the delivery of a Commission
decision, an infringing firm has three months in which to either pay the fine, or if they
decide to appeal they can submit a bank guarantee until the appeal is complete. In the
event of the appeal being unsuccessful or leading to only a reduction in fine, the
sanction is subject to an increase for interest over the period.

The high propensity for firms to appeal, despite their natural desire for a speedy
conclusion of proceedings, is a reflection of how fruitful appeals of cartel decisions
generally are. Although the propensity of appeals and reductions granted in the EC
appears to be falling, they are still significant, consuming a sizable proportion of the
Commission’s resources. Given the incentives outlined above, it is also unsurprising
that a protracted and costly legal defence has become a standard component of the
cartel enforcement process. Moreover, for the firms involved, the cumbersome, costly
and time-consuming process – that of waiting years for the Commission to reach a
decision before learning the exact level of fine incurred, appealing to the CFI and
waiting years for a ruling, and then possibly applying to the ECJ if unsuccessful and
waiting even longer for a second ruling – is surely detrimental to cartel enforcement
26
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in Europe. Alongside costing the Commission valuable resources in prosecuting
litigation, this process creates uncertainty as to the consequences of approaching the
Commission for leniency leaving it less likely that firms will come forward in future
to report infringements. It also does nothing to deter cartel formation in the first place,
as fines are often reduced by the appeal process but never increased to levels above
those initially imposed by the Commission.

Reading this situation, Commissioner Kroes characterised the cartel enforcement
programme as a potential victim of its own success. A less charitable interpretation
may be that the ramifications of a ‘successful’ leniency policy – one that draws in
significant numbers of applicants and thereby secures a wealth of information on anticompetitive practices – had not properly been thought through in terms of the likely
impact on the Commission’s capacity to respond.

1.3 The Attractions of a Settlement Procedure
In this context, the freedom to reach an understanding of both the extent of illegal
activity and appropriate penalties with cartel participants would be welcome. For the
competition authority, settlement is attractive because it would expedite the
consideration of cases and allow the Commission to avoid the expense, risk and
resource commitment attendant on allowing access to the file, conducting hearings,
preparing formal decisions and defending them before the CFI and ECJ. 27 This would
also be in the public interest as settlements would in principle allow taxpayers money
to be used a lot more effectively in dealing with cartel infringements; enhancing
deterrence as timely punishment is delivered to more cartels. The costs of lengthy
trials are a welfare loss to society and their avoidance should be favoured if that does
not compromise the effectiveness of cartel enforcement and deterrence.28

As well as saving a competition authority resources and providing a fast and flexible
way of clearing the backlog of leniency applications and investigations, settlements or

27
28
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plea bargaining might also offer benefits to defendants, despite their potentially
having to waive their right to appeal. In particular, such advantages would include an
expedited resolution to antitrust action with less uncertainty as to the outcome and
avoidance of higher legal costs. Where a maverick individual within the firm is
responsible for the collusion, firms will want to resolve the issue quickly. Defendants
may also be attracted by the potential to negotiate concessions through settlements or
plea bargaining as they would gain some power to achieve a lower agreed fine than
might otherwise be imposed. In turn, such improved incentives may encourage more
firms to co-operate, possibly making more investigations less contentious. Under the
current European leniency system, firms are given an idea of the band of leniency
they can expect, but do not learn what the exact fine discount or final fine will be until
the full Commission decision is delivered years later. An additional benefit for guilty
parties is that plea bargains tend to make follow-on cases more costly to private
plaintiffs, as less information about the infringement is made public in the absence of
a full Commission decision or Statement of Objections (SO) or trial. As discussed
later in the paper, this is a potential cost to adopting a settlement procedure.

Commissioner Kroes’ original reflections on a possible settlement procedure in EC
cartel cases were inspired by “a comparative glance across the Atlantic”.29 It was once
estimated that in the US more than 90 per cent of corporate convictions in criminal
antitrust cases result from a negotiated plea of guilty30 and only around three per cent
of criminal cases are decided by jury trial. 31 It cannot be disputed that plea bargains
save the US legal system substantial resources. It is estimated that to reduce bargained
guilty pleas in the US from 90 to 80 per cent for criminal cases in general would

29
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in Determining Guilt’ (1980) Stanford Law Review, May, 32, 887-941; J Kaplan, ‘American
Merchandising and the Guilty Plea: Replacing the Bazaar with the Department Store’ (1977) American
Journal of Criminal Law, 5, 215-24; D Guidorizzi, ‘Should we really “ban” plea bargaining?: The core
concerns of plea bargaining critics’ (1998) Emory Law Journal, 47, 753.
31
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Journal, 37, 95-114, p 107.
30
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require “the assignment of twice the judicial manpower and facilities”32, although
more recent studies are needed.

By contrast to the lengthy European procedures, in the United States – with the
benefit of a plea-bargaining regime – cartel cases are regularly disposed of within
three to four years. Table 1 illustrates how much longer it took in Europe to resolve
Archer Daniels Midland’s involvement in the Lysine cartel, as compared to the use of
a plea bargain by the DOJ.

32

W Burger, ‘The State of the Judiciary’ (1970) A.B.A.J, 56. 929, p 931 (cited in J Palmer, ‘Abolishing
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Table 1 – Archer Daniels Midland – Lysine Cartel

US

EC

1992 INVESTIGATION OPENS
1993 FBI BEGINS SECRET FILMING
1994
1995 DAWN RAIDS, ADM CHARGED
1996 ADM ENTERS PLEA BARGAIN, INVESTIGATION
AGREES TO PAY $100 million
FOLLOWING
APPLICATION

OPENED
LENIENCY

1997

DAWN RAIDS, REQUEST FOR
INFORMATION

1998

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIONS
SENT, CHARGING ADM

1999
2000

COMMISSION
FINAL
DECISION, €47.3m FINE

2001
2002
2003

JUDGEMENT OF COURT OF
FIRST INSTANCE
- FINE
REDUCED FROM 47.3m TO
43.9m

2004
2005
2006

FINAL JUDGEMENT, COURT
OF JUSTICE

Thus, the introduction of a procedure for direct settlement may greatly enhance the
efficiency of the Commission’s enforcement regime. It would allow the redirection of
33
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saved resources from investigating/developing and defending decisions towards the
consideration of cases that might otherwise be de-prioritised. The potential result
promises to be a broader coverage of cases reported under the leniency programme,
more cases in which infringing firms are punished and thus an increase in deterrence.

2 Extent to which settlement is currently possible on
the Community level
2.1 “Consent Commitments” under Regulation 1/2003
Of course, the EC had previously moved some way towards a system of settlement of
competition law. The recent reform of antitrust procedure in the EC saw the
formalisation of the power of the Commission to accept commitments proposed by
the parties to anti-competitive practices in settlement of its case file. Under
Regulation 1/2003 (The Modernisation Regulation), the possibility that the European
Commission might close competition law cases by way of the acceptance of
commitments negotiated with the parties involved has been formally confirmed. By
virtue of Article 9(1), where it already intends to adopt a prohibition decision, the
Commission can accept commitments offered by the undertakings involved that
address the identified competition concerns.34 No such decision would imply any
conclusion either way as regards whether there had in fact been an infringement35,
averting the possibility of costly appeals to the CFI and ECJ except in seeking
annulment on grounds such as duress. The Commission may continue its proceedings
should new evidence emerge or where the undertakings have failed to honour their
stated commitments or have misled or obstructed the Commission’s investigations.

[The main novelty of the 1/2003 as compared to Regulation 17 which it
replaced is that these consent decisions can] “be enforced by third parties in
34

Per Sousa Ferro – “It was already common practice for the Commission to accept "undertakings"
(commitments) during antitrust investigations. The significant change brought about by these new
Decisions is that, if the companies in question do not abide by their commitments, they will be subject
to the same fines and periodic penalty payments as might be applicable through a Decision finding a
violation of Competition Law, without the Commission needing to demonstrate anything but a
violation of the Commitment.”
35
Article 9(2) and 9(3)
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national courts, and by the Commission with the fines and periodic penalty
payments provided for in Art 22(2) (c) and 23(1)(c)” 36

Under this existing provision, however, it was highly improbable that commitments
decisions would be adopted to close cases involving cartel behaviour. The preamble
to Regulation 1/2003 explains that ‘commitment decisions are not appropriate in cases
where the Commission intends to impose a fine’37. This clearly includes the vast
majority of cartel cases. Some scope might have been left, however, by the fact that
Article 9 itself includes no such limitation. In this sense commitment decisions are
equivalent to American ‘consent decrees’ and are thus more regulatory in character
rather than a tool of enforcement which is more akin to plea bargains. They are only
useful where the Commission has concerns that can be addressed with simple
commitments by a firm and where it would not be in the Community interest to
pursue a full investigation and prosecution resulting in pecuniary sanctions.

The fact that commitment decisions are not appropriate where a pecuniary penalty is
to be applied “may mean that in practice such decisions are unlikely to be frequently
used given that the general presumption is that in the post-modernisation regime the
Commission is expected to focus on the more serious breaches of law, and in
particular hard-core cartels”38 which is why they have been used infrequently. Perhaps
it is a way of quickly resolving less serious cases, so as to free up resources for more
serious infringements. The first example of a consent commitment pursuant to Art9(1)
Reg. 1/2003 being used to conclude an Article 81 case was German Bundesliga39
(January 2005) which concerned the exclusive selling of commercial broadcasting
rights by a football association. In a one page decision the Commission brought the
case to a close stating, “Without having conducted a full investigation of the case, it is
considered that the League Association’s commitments seem to introduce competition
… The commitments shall be binding on the League Association until 30 June 2009”.

36

WPJ Wils, The Optimal Enforcement of EC Antitrust Law: Essays in Law and Economics (Kluwer
Law Int. 2002) at 6.5.2.2
37
Recital 13
38
M Furse, ‘The Decision to Commit: Some Pointers from the U.S.’ (2004) E.C.L.R., 25(1), 5-10
39
Commission decision of 19 January 2005 (Case COMP/C.2/37.214 — Joint selling of the media
rights to the German Bundesliga) OJ L 134/46
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A similar consent commitment was reached in June 2005 with Coca-Cola40
concerning the distribution of carbonated soft drinks (Article 82). In April 2006
another was reached with the Spanish Repsol CCP41 petroleum company in relation to
vertical restraints in long-term exclusive supply agreements with service stations.
These cases all concern restraints affecting the future and so differ fundamentally
from hard core cartel cases.

Two further problems with commitment decisions exist: firstly, they do not protect
undertakings from prosecution by national competition authorities or in national
courts42 . However under Art 11(4) 1/2003 they must consult the Commission first43;
and secondly, some supervision is required to ensure that the terms of the agreement
are honoured. This means extra cost to the competition authority and to third parties
who take firms to court. Contrast this to a plea bargain where a penalty reflecting
punishment and deterrence is agreed upon. Perhaps, as Joshua44 suggests, the
modernisation regulation was a missed opportunity to “streamline the cumbersome
procedures” of Regulation 17 (which Regulation 1/2003 replaced) by not going far
enough to develop direct settlement under Article 9(1).

2.2 Leniency
Leniency discounts of fines in return for cooperation act as a settlement ‘surrogate’ in
the EC to the extent that they offer a reward for cooperation and for not denying the
existence of an infringement. Here a distinction needs to be made in the language of
leniency programmes. In the US “leniency”, “immunity”, and “amnesty” are all
synonymous, meaning that the first firm/individual to blow the whistle (satisfying the
conditions of the US Corporate Leniency Program) receives complete protection from
prosecution and sanctions (except from private damage actions45). Where this has
been granted and the remaining members of a cartel want to cooperate in return for a
40

Commission decision of 22 June 2005 (Case COMP/A.39.116/B2 — Coca-Cola) OJ L 253/21
Commission decision of 12 April 2006 (Case COMP/B-1/38.348 — Repsol CPP) OJ L 176/104
42
Art 9, recital 3; Furse (n 38)
43
Wils (n 36)
44
Joshua (n 2)
45
The Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act 2004 has offered some protection from
private damage claims to an amnesty (immunity) recipient by reducing a firms liability to single (rather
than treble) damages, and by removing joint and several liability from that firm.
41
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discount in fines, they must approach the DOJ for a plea bargain. In the EC on the
other hand, “immunity” refers to the protection from fines granted to the first firm to
whistleblow (provided the conditions of Section I of the 2006 leniency notice46 are
met; formerly Section A of the 2002 notice). “Leniency” on the other hand refers to
fine discounts granted to subsequent revealing firms party to the infringement in
return for cooperation. These fine discounts are governed by the rules set out in
Section II of the notice (formerly Section B) and are not directly negotiated between
the firm and the Commission. In the past, it was not unusual for every infringing firm
in a particular case to receive some leniency discount (typically at least 10 per cent)
even if they only started cooperating in the later stages of the Commission’s
investigation. It appears that this practice has now been abandoned. Although the
Commission will verify that a firm has satisfied a certain “band” of leniency discount,
the firm will not know the exact level of fine it will face or discount it has been
granted until the final Commission decision is delivered a number of years later. In
addition, though firms receiving leniency discounts may not refute the existence of an
infringement, they are still free to appeal to the CFI and ECJ for the fines to be
lowered or on procedural grounds, drawing the Commission into costly litigation.
Indeed, it is not uncommon for firms to appeal the size of the leniency discount.

Even before the EC leniency notice was introduced in July 1996, the Commission
used its discretion to award substantial fine discounts in return for cooperation with
their investigations, even though such discounts were not explicitly provided for in
Regulation 17 and the Commission purportedly acknowledged that there was no legal
basis for them.47 An example of this pre-1996 de facto leniency is Cartonboard48 in
which two undertakings were granted 66 per cent fine discounts and another eight
received 33 per cent in return for providing evidence and admitting the
infringement.49 Wood Pulp50 also involved a substantial reduction in fines in return
for cooperation.

46

‘Commission notice on immunity from fines and reduction of fines in cartel cases’ [2006] OJ C
298/17; preceded by [2002] OJ C 45/3 and [1996] OJ C 207/4
47
I Van Bael, ‘Fining a la carte: the lottery of the EU competition law’ (1995) E.C.L.R., 16(4), 237-243
48
94/601/EC: Commission Decision of 13 July 1994 relating to a proceeding under Article 85 of the
EC Treaty (IV/C/33.833 – Cartonboard)
49
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Firms have also for some time been able to influence the level of fine they incur, by
trying to convince the Commission that they should be granted a further fine discount
due to “attenuating circumstances” as now set out in the 2006 ‘Guidelines on the
method of setting fines pursuant to Article 23(2)(a) of Regulation No 1/2003’51.
Recital 29 (formerly Section 3f) of the guidelines lists as a mitigating circumstance,
“where the undertaking concerned has effectively cooperated with the Commission
outside the scope of the Leniency Notice and beyond its legal obligation to do so”.52
The guidelines do not provide an exhaustive list of such attenuating circumstances
and the Commission has wide discretion in the application of discounts. A common
ground for fine reductions in cartel cases is where firms are undergoing financial
difficulties or where the industry is in crises. 53 In the US this “ability to pay” type
discount (available under the U.S. Sentencing Commission Guidelines) is negotiated
as part of the plea bargain and then presented to a district court for approval.

The leniency programme and other cooperation create incentives for firms to come
forward and cooperate, speeding up the investigation process, but it is still up to the
Commission alone to decide the exact level of fine discounts that will be awarded.
Moreover, leniency has created a backlog of leniency applications, no doubt many of
which will prove to be spurious, and as will be explained later in this paper, does not
discourage firms from appealing.

Thus the European Commission is currently unable to enter into settlements with
infringing firms in hardcore cartel cases, although firms have for many years been
granted concessions for cooperating and admitting liability, even before the
introduction of the leniency notice.
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3

The American experience

Commissioner Kroes’ original suggestion of adopting a settlement procedure
specifically for cartel cases, implicitly drew upon the experience of the United States
antitrust authorities in plea-bargaining and negotiating consent decrees with the
parties to alleged anti-competitive practices. An important distinction must be drawn,
however, between the US and EC antitrust regimes. First, in contrast to the European
Commission, the DOJ imposes criminal, not civil, sanctions on hard core cartels and
so has no power in itself to determine whether a cartel offence has been committed or
to impose appropriate penalties. Rather, it acts as a criminal prosecutor in a court and
must persuade a jury that an offence has been committed. For less serious offences,
the DoJ can also proceed by means of civil enforcement of the Sherman Act.
However, punitive fines for cartel behaviour are imposed under criminal law. The DoJ
has the monopoly of prosecution in this area (it enjoys an exclusive competence to
enforce the Sherman Act, but shares authority to enforce the Clayton Act with the
FTC).

Under the equitable civil jurisdiction, the DoJ is entitled to any remedy that is
reasonable and necessary to achieve adequate relief from anti-competitive behaviour.
Relief is deemed adequate where it stops the alleged illegal practices, prevents their
renewal, and restores competition to the state that would have existed had the
violation not occurred. By negotiating a consent decree in a civil antitrust case, the
DoJ can obtain effective relief without taking the case to trial. This may include the
making of a restitutive payment, but not a punitive fine. Similarly, by negotiating a
plea bargain in a criminal antitrust case the DoJ can achieve enforcement with
punishment, again without taking the case to trial.

It is important to distinguish between a consent decree and a plea bargain. Despite
both requiring court approval and essentially amounting to a settlement in lieu of trial
between a defendant and a prosecutor, they have very different implications, with the
stakes being much higher in plea bargaining. The former is an agreement by which a
defendant ceases certain actions alleged to be illegal by the antitrust authority in
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return for prosecution being dropped. It is not an admission of guilt and does not
involve the imposition of a sanction per se. Plea bargains on the other hand are a
negotiated agreement in which a defendant agrees to plead guilty to a criminal offence
(unless nolo contendere discussed below), cooperating with any ongoing investigation
and waiving its rights of appeal, in return for concessions granted by the antitrust
authority (prosecutor). These concessions typically take the form of a lesser offence
or a reduced sanction. Under the Sherman Act, there is no lesser offence for cartels.
Both consent decrees and plea bargains are legally binding and can be enforced in
court. Thus a competition authority cannot use a consent decree to acquire injunctive
relief, or use a plea bargain to obtain evidence, and then go ahead with a prosecution
in the courts anyway – at least not in connection to the offence or activities as
described in the agreements.

3.1 US Consent Decrees
More than 70 per cent of civil antitrust cases brought by the DoJ have been settled
with consent decrees.54 Consent decrees are regulatory in character; they are not about
enforcement, but rather about injunctive (equitable) relief, designed to restore the
competitive position. Settlement discussions are normally initiated by the respondent.
The parameters of the judgment are then negotiated with DoJ staff, and ultimately
approved by the Assistant Attorney General. A negotiated judgment is subject to
withdrawal by the DoJ at any time prior to its formal entry by the court.

The DoJ’s negotiation and entering of consent judgments is subject to the Antitrust
Procedures and Penalties Act of 1974 (APPA, also known as ‘The Tunny Act’),
which provides scope for public scrutiny and comment. The APPA requires the DoJ
to file a competitive impact statement with the court at the same time as its consent
judgment. This document must detail all of the information necessary to allow the
court and the public to understand the background circumstances, the impugned
practices and the competitive harm, and to evaluate the DoJ’s case and the coherence
of the proposed remedies. It must explain why the proposed judgment is appropriate
54
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in the circumstances, and how it serves the public interest. All competitive impact
statements follow a prescribed format. “The substantive component requires the court
to ‘determine that the entry of such judgement is in the public interest”55.

The proposed judgment and the competitive impact statement must be published in a
Federal Register at least 60 days in advance of the date at which it is to come into
force. This is intended to allow time for objections to be raised to the proposal.
Summaries of the proposed judgment and the statement must also be published in
newspapers in line with a similar timescale (e.g. Washington Post). Each defendant
must file with the court a description of all communications with the DoJ regarding
the proposed consent decree. A court must approve the relief accepted by the
government if it is within the "reaches of the public interest." (United States v.
Microsoft56). Once entered by the court, consent decrees are normally effective for at
least ten years and can be enforced in the courts by third parties.

The main benefit of consent decrees is that they save the prosecutor the substantial
costs of trying a case in full as well as dealing with subsequent appeals. They also
benefit defendants by resolving allegations permitting them to avoid the effect of
section 5(a) of the Clayton Act, which accords prima facie treatment in subsequent
private actions to a judgment adverse to the defendant in a litigated government
action. As consent decrees are not an admission of guilt, they cannot be used by
private parties in litigation – not even as prima facie evidence. 57 However, they
normally serve as a signal to affected buyers to assess whether there is scope for such
an action.58
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3.2 US Plea Bargaining
Plea bargains are governed by the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule
11(c)(1):
An Attorney for the government and the defendant’s attorney… may discuss
and reach a plea agreement. The court must not participate in these
discussions. If the defendant pleads guilty or nolo contendere to either a
charged offence or a lesser or related offence, the plea agreement may specify
that an attorney for the government will:
(A) Not bring, or move to dismiss other charges; [TYPE A Plea Bargain]
(B) Recommend, or agree not to oppose the defendant’s request, that a
particular sentence or sentencing range is appropriate or that a particular
provision of the Sentencing Guidelines, or policy statement, or sentencing
factor does or does not apply (such a recommendation does not bind the
court); or [TYPE B Plea Bargain]
(C) Agree that a specific sentence or sentencing range is the appropriate
disposition of the case, or that a particular provision of the Sentencing
Guidelines, or policy statement, or sentencing factor does or does not
apply (such a recommendation or request binds the court once the court
accepts the plea agreement) [TYPE C Plea Baragin]

The defendant usually approaches the DOJ although the reverse is also possible.
According to the DOJ’s “Grand Jury Manual” (GJM Chapter IX) TYPE B plea
bargains are the most commonly used because courts are more willing to approve
them, with their discretion available to reject the proposed sentence and impose a
different one. TYPE C plea bargains can only be approved or rejected and so courts
tend to be more hostile towards them.

The entering of a guilty plea is usually a condition of any plea bargain – however,
there is an exception: Nolo Contendere. Literally meaning "I do not contest it", this
plea is often entered by a criminal defendant when he faces a realistic prospect of
conviction, does not wish to undergo a trial, and yet is not willing to admit that he
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committed the offence. Generally, a defendant pleading nolo contendere, or "nolo,"
will be found guilty of the offence by the court, as he has agreed not to contest the
charge. His plea (unlike any other guilty plea) may not be used against him to
establish negligence per se, malice, or even that he actually did the acts which resulted
in the conviction, in later civil proceedings related to the same set of facts as the
criminal prosecution. This makes follow-on actions for damages difficult. However,
nolo contendere pleas are extremely rare in antitrust cases and will only be granted by
the DoJ in unusual circumstances according to the GJM (Chapter IX). There can also
be an Alford Plea59 in which a defendant pleads guilty, but continues to maintain his
innocence. Prosecutors normally foresee such pleas and take extra care to collect
factual evidence that proves the defendant’s guilt. Alford pleas offer no protection
from subsequent civil action.

The DoJ and the defendant are not completely free to negotiate any level of fine. The
Sentencing Reform Act 1984 (SRA) requires that sentences arrived at through plea
bargains adhere to the United States Sentencing Commission Guidelines (henceforth
U.S.C.). Plea bargains can however be conditional.

Under the rule established in Brady v Maryland60, prosecutors are required to disclose
any evidence it possesses which is favourable to the defence. 61 However in most cases
the defence counsel must make a specific request for “exculpatory material” and even
then, the obligation on the prosecutors only applies if the information “in and of itself
creates reasonable doubt of guilt of the accused”62 ( United States v Agurs63).

There are two recent developments which may prove detrimental to the operation of
plea bargaining in US antitrust enforcement. Firstly, s.1 of the Antitrust Criminal
Penalty Enforcement Act 2004 has substantially increased antitrust sanctions.
Maximum statutory corporate fines have increased from $10 million to $100 million
59
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and for individuals personal fines have increased from $350,000 to $1 million and
prison sentences increased from three years to ten. Joshua suggests that: “While this
reform may "encourage" applicants to rush in first for full immunity, it might prove to
be a disincentive to negotiating a plea bargain. Faced with the offer of an 18-month
sentence, a defendant might decide to play safe rather than risk three years. An
opening offer from the DoJ of five years might, on the other hand, tempt the
individual to take their chance with a jury”64. Secondly, in United States v Booker the
US Supreme Court ruled that district judges are no longer required to follow the US
Sentencing guidelines65, used in the calculation of penalties. They now have the
power to set fines that are lower than the minimum required by the guidelines making
it tempting for firms to try their chances with a jury, with the aim of incurring a lower
fine than would be on offer from the DOJ in plea bargaining that adheres to the
guidelines. The Supreme Court also held that “when a sentencing judge determines
facts not found by jury or admitted by the defendant in imposing an enhanced
sentence under the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, the defendant’s constitutional right to
trial by jury is violated”66. Despite Booker and other Supreme Court decisions
confirming the Guidelines status as advisory, it appears that courts continue to follow
them when accepting plea agreements.67

Under Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 11(e)(f) a guilty plea made through
a plea bargain is admissible in civil (private) actions unless nolo contendere. However
if one examines the contents of a plea bargain document, there is very little detail
contained therein compared to a full European Commission Article 81 decision, for
example. This is because the plea bargain discussions themselves occur behind closed
doors away from the court. There is thus an incentive to settle in a plea bargain, rather
than having the details of an infringement fought out in court, resulting guilty plea.
This, coupled with the revealed evidence, will likely assist injured parties in their
legal action more so than a plea agreement. Under Rule 11(e)(6), "any statement made
in the course of plea discussions with an attorney for the government which do not
64
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result in a plea of guilty" are privileged communications and are not admissible in
subsequent criminal and civil proceedings. The benefits this brings vis-à-vis follow on
suits may make this a very strong driver for firms.

The plea bargaining systems which exist in the USA and Canada both operate within
criminal competition law enforcement regimes. Forms of direct settlement also exist
in some civil / administrative enforcement systems including Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa. 68

The U.S. thus has a definitive system of plea bargaining that has evolved over more
than a century and which the judiciary has developed in parallel to. It represents an
absolute settlement procedure under which the competition authority and infringing
firm agree the exact level of fine to be paid, and where the latter agrees to waive
rights of appeal, bringing cases to a swift conclusion. Savings are clearly maximised
under such a system allowing more cases to be dealt with. However such a system is
not without a number of trade-offs.

3.3 The incentives for firms to settle in the US
Before discussing the trade-offs which exist in a system of direct settlement, it is
important to understand why such a high proportion of firms in the US choose to
settle with the DOJ, rather than go to trial. Apart from the benefit of bringing
proceedings to a timely conclusion, there are three main reasons why firms choose to
settle: First, to gain from the concessions available at settlement. In the US, leniency
discounts are not available once immunity has been granted to the first revealing firm.
Any subsequent firms seeking concessions in return for cooperation have no choice
but to plea bargain; Secondly, apart from an admission of guilt and the level of
sanction agreed, no other information about the infringement is generally made public
at plea bargain. This hinders follow-on actions for damages and so is more desirable
than a full public trial. This is a particularly strong incentive in US antitrust cases
where treble damages are normally available to injured parties; Thirdly, the DOJ
68
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prosecutes individuals and firms for cartel infringements, both of whom can approach
them together in order to settle their culpabilities. These incentives in the US have to
be strong because, by entering into a plea bargain with the DOJ, infringing firms
waive their rights of appeal, making the settlement final. 69

4

The costs of direct settlement

The perceived benefits of adopting a broad US style settlement procedure have to be
weighed against the potential costs. Although plea bargains may save the competition
authority resources, speed up cartel enforcement and clear any backlog of leniency
applications, the introduction of such a system is likely to result in three trade-offs:
(i) Lower Fines will result from the offer of a settlement concession and from s
potential agency cost, whereby the competition authority becomes increasingly
willing to accept lower fines at settlement in order to complete more cases. If fines are
the only effective sanction, there will be a negative impact on deterrence as the level
of punishment will be reduced; (ii) Unjust Outcomes may come about as a result of
shortened investigations and procedures, where there is a greater reliance on
information of questionable accuracy obtained through leniency. In addition, the
competition authority may put undue pressure on firms to accept settlements. Some
judicial oversight is required to ensure fairness at settlement, especially where firms
are forced to waive their right of appeal. (iii) Private Enforcement in the form of
follow-on actions will be weakened if settlements result in less information (or no
information at all) about the infringement becoming publicly available. The first and
third effects will be particularly detrimental to deterrence and may outweigh any
benefits in terms of processing more cases in a timely manner or clearing a backlog of
leniency applications.

4.1 Lower fines: Settlement concession & agency costs
In a cartel enforcement regime where fines are the only sanction (as is the case on EC
Community level), high fines are necessary in order to ensure an effective level of
69
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deterrence is achieved. As well as persuading firms to desist from cartel behaviour,
high levels of fines improve the effectiveness of leniency programmes in uncovering
infringements. This is because more firms are enticed into revealing their anticompetitive behaviour in return for immunity from the high fines. Hammond has
frequently commented that “if a jurisdiction relies… on financial penalties alone to
sanction cartel conduct, then the fines must be severely punitive if they are going to
attract amnesty applicants”70. It is generally accepted that fines imposed by European
Commission, capped at the statutory 10 per cent of annual worldwide turnover, are
inadequate to achieve a high level of deterrence71, in the absence of effective criminal
enforcement against individuals72 and of prevalent private enforcement in terms of
injured parties bringing follow-on actions for damages.

4.1.1 The settlement concession
Firms’ primary inventive to participate in a settlement procedure is the availability of
a concession in the form of a fine discount. The greater the settlement concession, the
greater the willingness of infringing firms to settle. However, as the concession will
be equally available to all firms that settle, greater concessions also amount to
reduction in the magnitude of fines imposed in cartel cases. This has the effect of
weakening deterrence and could outweigh any gains in terms of freed-up resources.
There is also a danger that large settlement concessions could undermine the leniency
programme which relies on a stark difference between the immunity prize and the size
of the sanction otherwise faced. 73 On the other hand, if the settlement concession is
small, then firms may be unwilling to participate in settlements that waive their right
to appeal, particularly if an appeal is likely to lead to 20 per cent reduction in fine, as
has been the case in the EC.
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In US plea bargaining, a settlement concession in addition to leniency is not
necessary. Firms that miss the immunity prize have no choice but to settle if they wish
to receive lenient treatment in return for cooperation. Firms in the US also have a
strong incentive to plea bargain, regardless of the concession available, as this makes
it harder for private parties to rely on public prosecution to assist them in seeking
damages. Typically, only a press release and brief court hearing are made public.
These usually confirm an admission of guilt and the level of sanction agreed at plea
bargain. Both these incentives are likely to be weak in the EC where follow-on
actions are less prevalent and where a separate and distinct leniency programme
grants discounts to subsequent firms to come forward after immunity has been
awarded.

It is also in the interest of firms in the US to enter plea bargains in order to secure
immunity from prosecution or reduced sentences for employees involved in the
infringement. In the EC on the other hand, criminal sanctions exist only within some
member states (e.g. UK and Ireland) and the Commission is not in a position to grant
such guarantees on behalf of national competition authorities in criminal matters. In
addition, firms negotiating plea bargains with the DOJ can benefit from amnesty plus
whereby further concessions are granted in return for information about another
infringement. Inversely, where it is later revealed that a firm held information about
another infringement that it did not produce, it may be subject to penalty plus under
which fines are increased.74

In the absence of the incentives outlined above, the need for generous settlement
concessions may also be heightened by firms’ varying willingness to settle.

75
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example, firms who choose not to cooperate at all, or who are reluctant because they
were one of the ringleaders (precluding them from immunity76), may be less willing to
settle than those already ‘in bed’ with the regulator. Even if only one firm in a
particular case refuses to settle, the procedural gains of settlement will be lost. This is
because delivering and defending a decision or conviction against that firm will
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require a full investigation and case file. The competition authority is also more likely
to face costly appeals from the firm, especially if it would otherwise have waived its
right of appeal at settlement.

The settlement concession may also need to reflect the probability of a conviction
failing, or of the penalty being reduced at appeal. 77 As fines in the EC are currently
reduced by an average of 20 per cent at appeal, a settlement procedure that required
parties to waive their right to appeal, would need to be underpinned by a generous
concession. Finally, concessions may also need to counter other advantages of
seeking a drawn-out process; for example, to delay follow-on actions for damages in
the courts of national member states. 78

4.1.2 The potential agency cost
The public interest in cartel enforcement lies primarily in the deterrence of future
infringements, averting the harm caused by collusive agreements in the first place.
Deterrence depends, not only on the number of infringements punished, but also on
the gravity of the punishment. In particular, if the punishment is inadequate, then the
net benefit from cartel infringements, even if a large proportion are caught, may still
be positive. However, politicians and members of the public may crudely measure a
competition authority’s success simply in terms of the number of cases it completes
each year. If this is so, then there is pressure on the competition authority to conclude
cases as swiftly as possible in order to improve its reputation, secure public and
political support, and to justify the public money invested in its activities.
“the prosecutor’s position as an agent means that guilty plea settlements
negotiated case by case tend to diverge from those that would most efficiently
serve the public interest in optimal deterrence… this divergence usually takes
the form of unduly lenient sentence offers”79
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Thus the agency problem that may arise in any system of settlement, is the strong
temptation for competition authorities to process as many cases as possible by
offering greater concessions at settlement. 80 This may be particularly tempting where
there is a backlog of leniency applications waiting to be processed, or where the
regulator is keen to curb the number of costly appeals resulting from its
decisions/prosecutions; particularly where these result in prosecutions being
overturned or severely criticised at judicial review. There may also be a desire to
increase credibility, reputation or to use competition law enforcement as a way of
furthering other policy objectives.81

In the US, fines in plea bargains are calculated according to the US Sentencing
Commission Guidelines as required by the SRA. These set minimum and maximum
thresholds for fines, with specific criteria under which fines can be set outside of these
limits. One of the grounds for imposing a fine below the minimum is the “ability to
pay” exception. The DOJ’s treatment of firms including SGL, UCAR and Hynix
suggest that this exception is applied loosely during negotiations at plea bargain. The
firms were granted concessions under this exception as part of plea bargain
settlements even though the ‘continued viability’ of the organisations did not appear
‘substantially jeopardized’ as required by the U.S.C; in particular Hynix was about to
spend $250 million on a business venture in China82 Although such cases suggest fine
discounts may be used as bargaining tools in settlements, this is less of a concern in
the US where other sanctions also exist.

More generally, collusion between the authority and the infringing firm is considered
to be a serious danger in the US. 83 One of the purposes of the US Tunny Act in
requiring court approval of consent decrees and 60 days in which the public can
scrutinise them, was to prevent alleged ‘sweetheart deals’ that occurred before those
requirements came into place. Allegedly under these deals “powerful corporate
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interests used political influence to negotiate a consent decree that did not adequately
address the issues raised in a law suit”84 or that was not in the public interest.85

In Europe, the obvious danger that arises in this context is the Commission’s
obligation to take social factors into account when setting fines: “…the consequences
which payment of the fine would have, in particular by leading to an increase in
unemployment…”86 As a consequence of this, the Commission may give favourable
treatment to European firms and firms with large operations within the EU. Apart
from lowering fines, this will adversely affect predictability and consistency.

Lower fines resulting from generous concessions and a potential agency cost are thus
detrimental to deterrence in jurisdictions where fines are the only sanction, such as on
the European Community level. If the settlement concession is too high then there
may be a net reduction in deterrence, despite the freeing-up of resources which can be
employed in more cases. 87 Where there is a danger that fines are already insufficient
to deter cartels (in the absence of other sanctions) then direct settlements risk reducing
the cost of collusion for infringing firms, widening any gap between the illegal cartel
profits earned and the sanction faced, given the likelihood of being detected. On the
other hand, if the settlement concession is too low, then firms may choose not to
settle; particularly where they are expected to waive their right to appeal as part of the
settlement. Instead, they will choose the normal enforcement procedure under which
cases continue to be taxing on a competition authority’s time and resources, while any
backlog of leniency applications continues to grow.
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4.2 Abuse, fairness and judicial safeguards

In an efficient settlement procedure, the competition authority will agree to sanctions
that accurately reflect firms’ respective culpabilities, minus the settlement
concession. 88 Where a settlement procedure is adopted in order to free up resources
and time, there is an implication that investigations will become shorter and that case
files will be less detailed. Moreover, the outcome of settlement negotiations or
discussions will depend heavily on the bargaining power of the competition authority.
The settlement procedure occurs behind closed doors and judicial safeguards are
needed to insure fairness.

4.2.1 Imperfect information and abuse by co-conspirators
In order to save resources and deliver swift justice, settlements have to be reached at
an earlier procedural and investigative stage so that the case can be brought to a close
and the competition authority’s finite resources can be moved onto the next leniency
application or letter of complaint. 89 The problem with shortened investigations is that
the competition authority will arrive at a settlement with an infringing firm using less
detailed evidence than would otherwise be the case. In particular, the competition
authority will rely more heavily on evidence obtained through the leniency
programme which may be of questionable accuracy.

Cartels are multi-agent infringements, but investigations opened through a leniency
application will initially depend on information provided by just one firm. In the
Seamless Steel Pipes appeal, the CFI stated that “no provision or any general principle
of Community law prohibits the Commission from relying, as against an undertaking,
on statements made by other incriminated undertakings…”90. The question is whether
firms may abuse this reliance by providing information that exaggerates the
involvement of fellow cartel members (now competitors once more) with a view of
granting themselves a competitive advantage in the post-cartel period. The temptation
88
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to embellish evidence may be heightened by the ‘race to the commission’ and
concerns as to whether enough information will be provided to secure immunity. It is
not inconceivable in extreme cases, that cartels may use the threat of exaggerating a
cheating firm’s role in an infringement to sustain the collusive agreement.91

Allegations of whistle blowing parties embroidering or exaggerating evidence that is
relied upon by the Commission has been alleged in the past before the CFI and ECJ –
for example in the Cartonboard appeals92 More recently in an appeal lodged with the
ECJ concerning the Pre-Insulated Pipes Cartel it was alleged that ABB had its fine
reduced by exaggerating the participation of other firms in the infringement, even
though it was the main instigator of the cartel93. Also in Copper Fittings94 the fine for
one infringing firm was increased by 50 per cent because it initially provided
information through the leniency notice that later proved to be inaccurate.

A further problem outlined by Ratliff exists where the settlements are final and
binding once reached, regardless of information subsequently uncovered,
“…one company’s position may be closely affected by the position of others.
What happens if two companies in a cartel plead to a short duration, but three
others do not settle and the investigation continues, revealing ultimately a
longer duration of infringement? Presumably, the Commission cannot go back
on its plea agreement.”95

Incidents of abuse of the nature outlined above may very well be rare. In Europe the
Commission will normally conduct dawn raids on firms at the beginning of an
investigation and should, in most cases, be able to extract evidence from firms that
will either corroborate or cast doubt over information initially acquired through
91
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leniency. However, there is an inherent problem in that those “most involved in a
conspiracy can offer the most evidence when they cooperate with a competition
authority, not only about their own, but also the other participant’s activities in a
cartel”96 . Consequently, it will be harder for firms possessing less evidence of the
infringement to rebut any claims made by the primary leniency applicant. As
infringements become more sophisticated, the scarcity of written evidence is bound to
increase. Shorter investigations make it harder to corroborate the accuracy of evidence
obtained through leniency, leaving the settlement procedure open to abuse.

4.2.2 Fairness and bargaining power
As Yeung points out, a “plea bargain is not fair simply because it represents a genuine
consensual agreement between parties”97. Although settlement procedures are likely
to lead to a net decrease in the level of fines imposed, there is a danger that a minority
of firms will agree to settle when it is not in their best interest to do so. The fines on
offer by the competition authority may be unduly high because of imperfect
information obtained from a shortened investigation or through leniency. 98 In
Australia, where a civil settlement procedure in competition cases exists, there have
been instances of firms admitting guilt at settlement to bring proceedings to a swift
conclusion, while publicly protesting innocence.99

On the one hand, firms may do this out of corporate pragmatism: because they want a
swift end to the case, or because they want to limit the amount of information about
the infringement that becomes public, so as to make follow-on suits for damages
harder and to limit reputational damage. The danger of this is greatest amongst firms
who are particularly averse to risk and uncertainty.
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In Europe, much of this risk

and uncertainty may be created by the unpredictable manner in which fines are
calculated, which make it very difficult for firms to predict the fines they will face if
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they refuse to settle. In this respect, predictable fines would act as a ‘screening
device’101 in settlements; when firms are unable to negotiate a fine with competition
authority at settlement that reflects its culpability in relation to the other cartel
members, it will have the confidence to wait for the Commission’s final decision and
then appeal to have the fine reduced.

On the other hand, firms may choose to settle when it is not in their best interest to do
so, as a consequence of pressure exerted through the competition authority’s strong
bargaining advantage. Firms may fear that the competition authority will seek even
higher sanctions if settlement discussions reach stalemate.102 In the mid 1990s Van
Bael observed how “a party with a high degree of culpability may end up with a fine
considerably lower than a party shown to have played a very minor role… simply
because this latter party has decided to use its fundamental right to defend itself”103,
illustrating the pressures that may be exerted on firms.

Competition authorities

imposing

civil sanctions (including

the European

Commission) have particularly strong bargaining power. Whereas in the US the
alternative to a settlement with the DOJ is a criminal trial, in Europe it would be a full
decision, with the Commission acting as investigator, prosecutor and judge. Also
competition authorities can typically pull out of a settlement at any time before it is
approved by a court or presented in a final decision, whereas the infringing firm
cannot (for example the US Tunny Act in relation to consent decrees). This means
that the authority can pull out of the decree at the last minute to force a renegotiation
of its terms. 104 In such instances, risk-averse firms are more likely to settle, even for
an unduly high sanction, the more generous the settlement concession is. 105
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4.2.3 Safeguards
In settlement procedures, some judicial oversight is required to ensure against unjust,
inconsistent, or discriminatory outcomes, while still allowing the competition
authority to free up some of its resources to be employed in other cases. This is
particularly important in (although not exclusive to) systems of settlement that
involve waiving right of appeal. Some suggest that settlement “merely reflects the
risks of improper conviction [and punishment] that would already exist at trial” and
that “any increased risk of improper conviction is offset by the lighter sentences
imposed on these defendants”106. However, as Scott & Stuntz point out, “no system of
consensual allocation is better than the dispute resolution process that backs it up”107.
Indeed the potential costs of increased unfair outcomes as a result of the US plea
bargaining process have in the past raised enough concerns for some local
jurisdictions (namely Alaska and California) to reduce and even attempt to abandon
(unsuccessfully) the use of plea bargains altogether.108 However, this is not to suggest
that trial and appeal systems never produce unjust outcomes. 109

Yeung contends that settlement procedures “put strain on values of procedural
fairness, accountability, transparency consistency, proportionality” 110 and goes on to
identify three safeguards which can limit these effects:

First, the separation of prosecutorial and judicial functions is considered
fundamental111, otherwise the defendant is vulnerable should they decide to reject a
direct settlement offer. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the European Commission
assumes both these functions in cartel cases. In the past, the same officials have been
involved in investigating and in drafting cartel decisions. There may be a bias towards
a finding of guilt where the defendant has refused the Competition authorities plea
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offer. As it is there have been criticisms by firms that the Commission does not
properly take into account arguments put forward by them following the SO.112

Secondly, because settlements are negotiated behind closed doors, they rely on the
skills and professionalism of the legal representatives and prosecutors. Whereas in the
US, nolo contedere pleas are not generally accepted unless in exceptional
circumstances, in Australia the competition authority clearly should not have entered
into settlements with firms who publicly protested their innocence. 113 Yeung contends
that such cases should go to trial where guilt can be firmly and publicly established
beyond doubt.114 Thus a lot of trust is placed in the ‘prosecutorial ethics’ of the
competition authority. The best safeguards against ethical laxity are transparency and
judicial review. The former safeguard cannot exist in settlement discussions because
they occur behind closed doors. Moreover, in Europe it is alleged to be lacking from
the method with the Commission calculates fines.

Thirdly, the outcome of settlements negotiated in secret should be supervised by a
judicial body to insure consistency, proportionality and to safeguard against the
adverse effects of asymmetric bargaining power. In the US, all plea bargains are
approved by a federal court which can, in principle, throw out the agreement if it is
unfair or inconsistent. This judicial scrutiny should be genuine and robust, not merely
a formality.

A major difficulty in achieving this third safeguard is ensuring that incentives for
meaningful scrutiny exist in the first place. Courts generally rely on an adversarial
dynamic; a prosecutor and a defendant or appellant. Where courts are faced by two
opposing parties in consent, putting forward a direct settlement, it will be difficult for
courts to scrutinise those settlements, especially as they too will usually have a heavy
112
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work load and will thus welcome the swift settlement of cases. In Australia courts
actively encourage penalty agreements for this reason. In fact, in one of the cases
mentioned earlier, the court accepted a plea agreement even though the defendant in
this case consented to the allegations without admitting their truth.115. Yeung contends
“It is contrary to the rule of law to penalise innocent firms and individuals, even if
they voluntarily accept, punishment for reasons of commercial pragmatism”116. A
further difficulty is the reluctance by both sides to cooperate with judicial oversight:

“Once a deal has been struck, it is in the parties’ mutual interest to ensure that
its terms are observed and they are therefore unlikely to welcome measures,
such as judicial oversight, that might inhibit their freedom to bargain”117.

In addition, the prosecutor and defendant typically make a joint statements of guilt,
culpability and agreed sanction. 118 It is hard for a court to distinguish whether such
statements accurately reflect the negotiations and there may not enough information
contained in such statements to scrutinise its conclusions. Even where a firm accepts
an unduly high sanction at plea bargain out of corporate pragmatism, the defendant
may conceal facts from the court to ensure the settlement is approved.119

Even in the US, critics suggest that judges “routinely accept agreed penalty
recommendations, thus effectively usurping the court’s role in sentencing and
replacing it with trial by prosecutor”120 Providing effective safeguards in settlement
procedures can thus be difficult, even where parties are not required to waive their
rights of appeal.
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4.3 Uncertainties over private enforcement
Competition authorities are always keen to encourage the private enforcement of
competition law, both in the form of original actions and follow on actions for
damages, once there has been a public finding of wrongdoing. In Europe, private
enforcement appears to be weak, although it is hard to estimate the number of out of
court settlements.121 Systems of direct settlement threaten to make follow-on suits
harder for private litigants. An important incentive for firms to participate in
settlement procedures arises if less information about the infringement, which would
otherwise be relied upon in private actions, is made public. Competition authorities
will naturally want to publicise as much information about the infringement as
possible, but will not do so if this undermines a settlement procedure. After all, their
function is primarily to secure public prosecution, not private damages.

In US plea negotiations the only information that is typically made public, even where
court approval is required, is the identity of the firm, an admission of guilt, and the
level of fine agreed to. By contrast to a full detailed 150 page Commission decision,
very little information about a firm’s involvement in the infringement is placed in the
public domain. Plea bargains enable firms to make follow-on cases more costly to
plaintiffs Although private parties can rely on the firm’s admission of guilt, proving
the extent of their liability and causation will normally be harder following a
settlement. In the United States, plea bargains do not seem to discourage private
actions in cartel cases, although the incentive to sue is much higher there, thanks to
the availability of treble damages and cost rules which heavily favour claimants.122 As
investigations that end in settlement will be shorter, this hindrance to private
enforcement will exist even where a detailed decision is released by the competition
authority.
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Ratliff123 identifies third party rights as a key issue. A complainant may contest a
settlement, with a view to making a follow-on claim for damages. He suggests that the
Commission may simply reject such action, perhaps using arguments of Community
interest as in Automec II.

The benefits of direct settlements must be balanced against a number of potential
costs. Lower fines will result from the necessary use of concessions and may be made
worse by the competition authority’s desire to process as many cases as possible. In
order to save resources, settlement implies shorter investigations and a greater
reliance on information obtained through leniency, which may be of questionable
accuracy. Some firms may choose to settle when it is not equitable to do so because
they are averse to risk, or as a result of bargaining pressure exerted by the competition
authority. Safeguards are needed to ensure fairness (particularly if firms are forced to
waive their right of appeal), however effective oversight by the courts is hard to
implement where neither party wants the settlement to be challenged. Settlements will
normally result in less information being made public, hindering follow on actions for
damages.

5. The European Commission’s Settlement Procedure
In October 2007, the European Commission published a draft settlement procedure
for cartel cases. This included a draft Commission notice124 on the conduct of
settlement proceedings in cartel cases, a proposal for amendments125 of Regulation No
773/2004 to allow for such a procedure, and two press releases126 containing further
guidance.
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5.1 Stated Aims
Recall from the introduction to this paper how the savings that can be accrued from a
settlement procedure are two fold: resource gains through shortened proceedings that
bring cases to a more timely close, and a reduction in the number of resulting appeals.
However, the draft notice only refers to the former as an explicit aim: to “allow the
Commission to handle more cases with the same resources, thereby fostering the
public interest in the Commission’s delivery of effective and timely punishment,
while increasing overall deterrence”127 This implies an increase in the number of
cases dealt with, clearing the backlog of leniency applications. Reference to the latter
saving is only mentioned in one of the press releases: ‘Settlements ….could reduce
litigation in cartel cases’. However it is important to understand from the outset that
the settlement procedure does not prevent infringing firms from appealing the
Commission’s final decision before the CFI or the ECJ. The incentive for firms to
participate in the settlement procedure is an extra discount in the fine imposed,
drawing a line under their past illegal behaviour more quickly.

5.2 Procedure
The settlement procedure exists in parallel to the standard procedure for finding an
infringement in cartel cases; it constitutes a faster and more simplified route for
settling a case. However, there is no right to settle; it is entirely at the discretion of
the Commission to decide whether the settlement procedure is appropriate in a given
case, having regard to factors such as the number of parties involved and the
likelihood of reaching a common understanding about the extent of liability within a
reasonable time frame. Settlement proceedings are initiated once the “core”
investigation (leniency, inspections) takes it to the stage of drafting an SO.128 Where
the Commission considers settlement discussions to be appropriate, it will set a time
limit of no less than 2 weeks to receive a written declaration from the parties of an
intention to engage in ‘settlement discussions’.129 Upon receipt of these declarations,
the Commission can decide to open discussion rounds; these will tackle alleged facts,
their classification, the gravity and the duration of the infringement and on the
127
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liability for involvement. This includes discussing the potential maximum fine, not
including any reductions for leniency. At this time, firms have some access to the
Commission’s case file. 130

If an agreement is reached that the Commission is happy with, a time limit will be set
in which the firms must send a formal request (Written Settlement Submission)
principally containing:
•

Acknowledgement of the parties’ liability for the infringement;

•

An indication of the maximum amount of the fines the parties foresee to be
imposed by the Commission;

•

The parties confirmation that they have been informed of the Commission’s
objections in a satisfactory manner and that they have been given the
opportunity to be heard;

•

Parties’ confirmation that they will request neither access to the file nor a
formal oral hearing.

In return, the infringing firms subject to the settlement procedure will receive a
discount in the fine imposed, in addition to any discount attained through the leniency
notice.

The settlement procedure yields savings in two ways: Firstly, in participating in the
settlement procedure, firms agree not to request access to the file or a formal hearing
once the SO has been issued. The infringing firms will have already been given the
opportunity to raise any defences in the written settlement submission and during the
settlement discussions, ‘enabling the Commission to take their views into account’131.
Thus while the SO is still being drafted, the firm will reach a common understanding
with the Commission. Once the SO has been issued, firms are given a time limit in
which to endorse it ‘simply by confirming (in unequivocal terms) that the SO
corresponds to the contents of their settlement submissions and that they therefore
remain committed to follow the settlement procedure’132. The Commission can then
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swiftly deliver its final decision133, after consulting with the Advisory Committee134.
Secondly, a Commission’s SO endorsing the contents of the party’s settlement
submission could be much shorter than a SO issued to face contradiction135, meaning
that less resources will be need to be employed in its drafting.

The Commission retains the possibility to depart from the parties’ settlement
submission at any time before the final decision is delivered. The amount of the
settlement discount will be established after public consultations, but the Commission
has made it clear that all parties in the same case will receive equivalent reductions in
the fine. The settlement procedure is summarised in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2 – The European Settlement Procedure for cartel cases

Investigation

Invitation to Settle (2 weeks)

Settlement Discussions

Written Settlement Submission

Statement of Objections

Oral Hearing & Access
to the File

Endorsement by firm

Advisory Committee

FINAL DECISION

Appeals

5.3 The likely benefit of the Settlement Procedure
The stated aim of the settlement procedure is to free up resources so that timely
punishment can be delivered more frequently in cartel cases. Recall from 3.1.2 that,
excluding appeals, cartel cases currently average three and a half years from when an
investigation is opened, to when the Commission delivers its final decision. The
saving outlined in the settlement notice clearly comes between the SO and the final
decision, when accesses to the file and requests for oral hearings by infringing firms
typically occur. Looking at cartel cases delivered since 2001, this period averages 1213 months. Hence, assuming the settlement procedure operates as smoothly as the
notice envisages, a potential reduction in the procedure time by up to a third may be
possible. This should free up significant resources which can be employed in the next
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cartel case; providing more timely punishment to more infringements, and
consequently increasing deterrence.

5.4 Lower fines at the expense of deterrence
Any deterrence gains in terms of freed-up resources that can be employed to complete
more cases, must be weighed against the loss in deterrence from lower fines resulting
from the settlement concession. There is a general consensus that fines are currently
too low to achieve effective deterrence in Europe, given that they are the only
sanction against cartels on the community level. 136 The discount available to firms
through the settlement procedure is effectively available to every infringing party in a
given case that is subject to the settlement procedure; effectively resulting in a
reduction in the level of fines imposed. This is particularly so given that the
settlement discount is granted in addition to the leniency discount (which the
Commission views as a separate investigatory tool) and is deducted after the 10 per
cent cap is applied.137 In addition, firms can enjoy the settlement discount and then
still appeal to the CFI on the grounds that the fine or leniency discount is
miscalculated.

As discussed earlier in this paper, the greater the settlement concession, the greater
will be both the incentive for firms to settle, and the loss in deterrence. The size of
the concession will be decided after public consultation, however it is the opinion of
this author that it should be kept to an absolute minimum until other sanctions, not
least criminal sanctions and private enforcement on the national level, ease the
Commission’s reliance on fines as the sole deterrent tool, or until the 10 per cent
annual turnover cap on fines is lifted.

It is unclear how high the settlement discount needs to be in order for the settlement
procedure to be effective. On the one hand the incentive to settle in Europe may be
low, requiring a high concession for the procedure to be widely employed. Recall how
in the US, firms have strong incentives to settle which do not rely on an additional
settlement concession: Firms wishing to receive a leniency discount in return for
136
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cooperation once the immunity prize has gone, have no choice but to settle; Very little
information about the infringement enters the public domain (hindering private
actions for damages); and the fact that individual as well as corporate liabilities can
both be settled at plea bargain.

In Europe, firms can benefit from leniency discounts without partaking in a settlement
procedure, as the two mechanisms are distinct. Even where the settlement procedure
has been employed, a detailed Commission decision will be published. Moreover, the
only criminal sanctions that exist are applied on the national level, independently of
the Commission and have thus far resulted in very few convictions as compared to the
US. These factors all suggest that settlement concessions in Europe need to provide a
convincing incentive if the procedure is to be widely used.

On the other hand, as the settlement procedure does not require infringing firms to
waive their right of appeal, firms have very little to lose by participating in the
settlement procedure. They are given an opportunity to raise any objections during the
settlement discussions and following the final decision, are still free to appeal to the
courts if they feel they have been treated unfairly. This would suggest that the
concession will make the settlement procedure worthwhile for infringing firms, even
if it is only small; say 5 per cent. However, as appeals are still allowed, this reduction
in fines imposed must be weighed against the resources freed-up by a shorter
procedure, not necessarily by any curb the number of lengthy appeals – discussed
below.

5.5 Will settlements be fair and consistent?
The Commission has emphasised three characteristics of the draft settlement
procedure which are ostensibly intended to safeguard the process from abuse and
insure fair and consistent settlements.

First, it is made clear that the settlement procedure will be reserved for robust cases,
where the facts are in little doubt and where a thorough investigation, including dawn
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raids, has been conducted.138 Settlement discussions do not occur until a thorough
investigation has been undertaken, ‘irrespective of whether the standard or the
settlement procedure applies’ and leniency applications have been completed, limiting
the scope for abuse through the submitting of misleading information at leniency.139
Moreover, the Commission is free to abandon a settlement at any time before the final
decision is delivered if new information emerges. A new statement of objections is
communicated to the parties, who are given the opportunity to respond in the normal
way before a final decision is adopted.140

Secondly, the Commission has emphasised that the settlement concession will be
uniform between firms involved in the same infringement.141 Ostensibly this
uniformity prevents the Commission from favouring some firms over others, or from
offering over-generous concessions in order to settle as many cases as possible. 142

Thirdly, settlement discussions are not to involve negotiations or bargaining: “the
Commission would neither negotiate nor bargain the use of evidence or the
appropriate sanction, but could reward the parties’ cooperation to attain procedural
economies”143 In emphasising this, the Commission demonstrates its unease with the
language of more comprehensive forms of settlement such as US plea bargaining
which suggest bargaining with infringing firms in a bazaar-like process.144

It is sensible to reserve settlement for robust cases so as to avoid unfair outcomes,
assuming that dawn raids and the bulk of a conventional investigation are concluded
before an invitation to enter settlement discussions is made. However if the settlement
process is only employed in a minority of cases, then a significant saving of resources
138
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will be unlikely. Moreover, even where the settlement procedure is invoked, the fact
that the Commission and the infringing firms can, in effect, pull out of the settlement
procedure at any time before the final decision, makes the settlement process very
fragile. This characteristic has been sited as one of the reasons that US style plea
bargaining failed to succeed in Italy. 145 There is also a danger that some devious firms
may initially agree to the procedure in order to gain a ‘head-start’ in its defence by
gaining a picture of the Commission’s case while the SO is still being drafted, only to
then pull out of the discussions.

Uniform concessions in settlements assume that either firms have a similar
willingness to settle or that the concession is generous enough to entice even the most
reluctant settlement candidates. As the saving through settlement is primarily
procedural (firms can still appeal), even a modest concession should ensure that every
firms settles. Indeed, allowing different settlement concessions to different firms
would engender problems of its own. The first firm to settle may challenge its
settlement at appeal if subsequent firms receive a larger concession because they are
less willing to settle, or have stronger negotiators. Under the principle of
proportionality, comparable situations cannot be treated differently and different
situations cannot be treated in the same way unless such treatment is objectively
justified.146

However, the fact that the concession is uniform between settlements does not
necessarily prevent inconsistencies. This is because the Commission and the
infringing firm must still reach a common understanding about the potential fine.
Despite the introduction of guidelines for the method of calculating fines in 1998 and
2006, the Commission retains wide discretion in its calculation of fines; in particular,
having the power to make deductions for mitigating circumstances as it sees fit. 147 As
discussed in Section 3.6, the way in which fines and leniency discounts are calculated
in cartel cases leads to a high number of successful appeals to the CFI and ECJ. The
absence of narrow guidelines for the calculation of fines means that some
inconsistency in the agreed potential fines between settlements will be inevitable. It
145
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also makes unlikely that some element of negotiation and bargaining can be entirely
excluded from the settlement discussions. The settlement notice states, ‘the progress
made during the settlement discussions leads to a common understanding regarding
the scope of the potential objections and the estimation of the range of likely fines to
be imposed by the Commission’. 148 In arriving to this common understanding some
negotiation will be inevitable. Firms are represented separately in discussions (unless
they constitute the same undertaking) and the level at which the Commission sets
fines will depend to some extent on the skill of the firm’s representatives. 149

Apart from the danger of inconsistencies, the unpredictable method for calculating
fines may bring rise to the agency effect. The Commission may start to lower the
potential fine levels they are willing to accept at appeal (in addition to the settlement
concession) in order to settle more cases more quickly. The Commission is also in a
position to exert pressure on firms to accept settlement; in particular by retaining
‘discretion to determine throughout the procedure on the appropriateness and the pace
of the bilateral settlement discussions with each undertaking’150. This is compounded
by the fact that whereas in the US the alternative to settling is facing the regulator as a
prosecutor in a court, in the EU the alternative to reaching a settlement, is being put at
the mercy of the same body that settlement discussions have broken down with.

A final criticism that can be made is that safeguards to ensure a fair and consistent
settlement procedure are weak, although firms are still free to appeal following a
settlement. The professionalism and skill of the competition authority officials and of
competition lawyers will only go some way in ensuring fairness and consistency. Two
issues of particular concern can be identified. First, the prosecutorial and judicial
functions of the Commission are not separated in its cartel investigations. Secondly,
the only supervision that exists over the settlement process is a consultation with the
Advisory Committee151 before a final decision is delivered. The Advisory Board is
not a judicial body and is comprised of the representatives of competition authorities
of member states. As discussed in 3.4.2.3, ensuring effective supervision over any
settlement process is difficult; in particular, insuring that the supervisory body has
148
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strong enough incentives to scrutinise settlements in a meaningful way. Although, any
detailed scrutiny would imply a significant workload and thus negate some of the
savings of a settlement procedure.

5.5 Will settlements hinder private enforcement?
The Commission does not directly address the issue of adverse affects on private
enforcement in its settlement procedure. However, in a press release the Commission
has envisaged that if ‘parties chose to introduce a settlement submission
acknowledging them, a Commission’s SO endorsing the contents of the parties
settlement submission could be much shorter than a SO issued to face contradiction’.
A less detailed SO would certainly help save resources and would also encourage
firms to settle, but will mean that there will be less information contained therein that
can be relied upon by a private party in a follow-on action for damages. This comes at
a time when the Commission is trying to encourage follow on actions for damages.
However, the SO after settlement will still contain a lot more information about the
infringement than would a US style plea bargain. Moreover, hiding details of the
infringement in order to encourage settlement is unlikely to be necessary for as long
as firms are not expected to waive their right to appeal. A more pressing issue is how
to deal with the costly and time consuming legal defence that is required following
each cartel decision.

6 Dealing with lengthy appeals: the problem of
unpredictable fining
Although the settlement procedure may free up some resources by shortening the
Commission’s procedures, there are more substantial savings to be made by curbing
the number of lengthy and costly appeals to the CFI and ECJ. Recall from the ADM
case illustrated in table 1, the time consumed between the SO and the final decision
was two years, whereas the subsequent appeals lasted for six years.

Under the

Commission’s draft procedure, firms party to a settlement are sill free to appeal after
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the final decision has been delivered.152 By virtue of Article 230 EC, the Commission
would not be able to adopt a system of direct settlement that forces infringing firms to
waive those rights. In one respect this is a good thing; in order for firms to be willing
to waive their rights of appeal, the concession offered at settlement would have to
outweigh the likely downward adjustment in fines at appeal. As was discussed at the
beginning of this paper, there are hardly any cases of fines being increased at appeal,
yet on average fines are decreased by 18-20 per cent. A greater settlement concession
could be seriously detrimental to deterrence because fines are the only sanction.

The commission hopes that the settlement procedure could “reduce litigation in cartel
cases”153 despite parties’ freedom to appeal even if they have entered into a
settlement. If the majority of successful appeals concerned the extent of a firm’s
participation in an infringement, then settlements might reduce the amount of
litigation, as firms reach an understanding with the Commission of their involvement,
while the SO is still being drafted. However, if most appeals concern the way in
which the fine or a leniency discount are calculated, then the settlement procedure is
unlikely to curb the costly level of litigation. The procedure only allows firms to agree
to the ‘potential’154 or ‘maximum’155 fine that they might face, not the final amount
and not the level of leniency. Moreover, the settlement procedure may not be
employed in the majority of cases, and even if it is, inconsistencies between settled
cases could bring rise to more appeals.

In 2005 and 2006 some 59 actions against 11 cartel Commission decisions were made
to the CFI. Of these, 5 appealed the extent of the claimant’s liability only. 16 appealed
the way in which the fine or leniency discount was calculated only. The remaining 38
appealed on both grounds; typically primarily on grounds such as mistake of facts and
the liability of a parent firm for the behaviour of a subsidiary. In these actions, the
method of calculating fines and leniency were presented as an alternative ground for
appeal. These figures are summarised in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Appeals of cartel decisions filed in 2005 and 2006
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They can be compared with 50 CFI rulings concerning cartel cases delivered between
2003 and 2006. Annulments were ruled in three cases (a partial annulment in one) and
21 appeals were dismissed. Of the 26 cases where fines were reduced, 8 were on the
grounds of mistake of facts or the way in which the Commission exercised its powers.
In 18 cases fines were reduced on the grounds that they were incorrectly calculated by
the Commission, including the application of leniency discounts. To date the CFI has
never raised fines imposed by the Commission. The figures are summarised in Figure
4.
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Figure 4 – Looking at 50 CFI rulings in cartel cases delivered between 2003-2006,
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Suspicions that a large proportion of appeals successfully challenge the way in which
fines are calculated is confirmed by the fact that the Commission went through a
phase of granting a 10 per cent leniency discount to every firm in an infringement
simply for not contesting the facts.156 This de facto settlement concession did not curb
the large number of appeals and seems to have been abandoned by the Commission,
although firms who receive leniency discounts do have a lower propensity to appeal
than those who do not.

The high level of successful appeals illustrated in Figure 4 may reflect a fundamental
lack of transparency and consistency in the way fines are calculated by the
Commission. This has for many years made the fines at times seem almost arbitrary157
and the introduction of the 1998 ‘Guidelines on the method of setting fines’ failed to
address many of these criticisms, preserving the Commissions wide discretion in
calculating fines and leniency. 158 The guidelines were revised in 2006 with the aim of
enhancing transparency. Although some time is needed to assess the effectiveness of
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these revisions, they are unlikely to make cartel fines any easier to predict.159 The
importance of transparency and predictability in every aspect of US antitrust
enforcement is beyond doubt: ‘Prospective cooperating parties come forward in direct
proportion to the predictability and certainty of their treatment following
cooperation’.160

In a speech made in 2005, the Commissioner seemed to reject calls for a more
transparent and predictable fine calculation system, stating “I have to say I do not
agree. I cannot see how allowing potential infringers to calculate the likely
cost/benefit ratio of a cartel in advance will somehow contribute to a sustained policy
of deterrence and zero tolerance”161. Yet elsewhere she has spoken of the need to have
“a framework that imposes penalties heavy enough to outweigh the benefits that
companies expect to receive from cartelization”162. These seemingly conflicting
statements may reflect a recognition that fines need to be more predictable, but a
reluctance to sacrifice too much of the Commission’s discretion in settling the basic
amount and making adjustments for aggravating and mitigating circumstances, as
well as leniency discounts.

The contention of this writer is that costly appeals can be avoided by making the
calculation of fines more transparent and predictable. This will reduce the level of
appeals, free up resources to process more cases and clear the backlog. This will
happen without the need for a US style plea bargaining system where defendant’s
rights of appeal are waived – an avenue that is not open to the Commission anyway,
by virtue of Article 230 EC. Increased predictability in fining may also be necessary if
the settlement procedure is to operate effectively. If firms cannot evaluate at
settlement the likely fine they should face, settlement discussions may fail.
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7 Conclusion
It appears that the leniency notice is attracting more applications than the Commission
can reasonably process under the existing enforcement regime. Although the length of
proceedings has improved, resources are still tied up in a process that on average
takes three and a half years to produce a cartel decision. Enforcement efforts are
hindered further by the lengthy appeals process which can draw cartel cases out by as
much as ten years from when an investigation is opened to when the ECJ delivers its
final ruling. If resources are not freed-up to process more cases, the Commission will
inevitably have to start turning away leniency applications in relation to smaller
infringements, to avoid being overwhelmed. This will not lend itself to a policy of
effective deterrence.

Systems of direct settlement promise to free up competition authorities’ resources and
time by shortening procedures and reducing appeals. These resources can then be
employed to deliver timely punishment to more cartel infringements, ultimately
enhancing deterrence. The US system of plea bargaining represents one of the most
extreme settlement procedures, in which an exact penalty is negotiated between the
competition authority and the firm, and where rights of appeal are waived. The
obvious benefits of such a system must be weighed against the potential costs: A net

reduction in fines resulting from the use of a settlement concession and the pressure
on the authority to process more cases, will negatively impact on deterrence where
fines are the only sanction; The number of unjust outcomes may increase as a result of
shortened investigations and procedures, and from parties waiving their rights of
appeal. In particular settlements may rely on inaccurate information, and some
individual firms may accept unduly high sanctions out of corporate pragmatism.
Safeguards are needed to ensure fairness (particularly if firms are forced to waive
their right of appeal), however effective oversight by the courts is hard to implement
where neither party wants the settlement to be challenged; Private Enforcement in the
form of follow-on actions may be weakened if settlements result in less information
(or no information at all) about the infringement becoming publicly available – yet
this is an important incentive for firms to settle in the first place. The first and third
effects will be particularly detrimental to deterrence and may outweigh any benefits in
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terms of processing more cases in a timely manner or clearing a backlog of leniency
applications.

The European Commission’s draft settlement procedure promises to shorten the
length of proceedings in cartel cases by holding discussions with firms about the
extent of their liability and potential fine while the SO is still being drafted. This
circumvents the time otherwise consumed granting access to the file and holding oral
hearings subsequent to the SO being completed. If it is effective, the length of
Commission proceedings in cartel cases could be cut by up to a third, freeing up
resources to process more cartel cases.

However, in a cartel enforcement regime where fines are the only sanction, any gains
from freeing up resources must be balanced against the loss of deterrence in applying
yet another fine discount, in addition to leniency and mitigating factors, after fines
have already been adjusted so as not to exceed the statutory 10 per cent annual
turnover cap. Indeed, if cartel fines are currently at levels that do not outweigh the
expected benefits and perceived likelihood of getting caught, the settlement procedure
may simply offer a further way for infringing firms to discount the cost of collusion.

The incentives to settle in Europe are weaker than in the US; in particular, firms can
still benefit from leniency once the immunity prize has gone without entering into a
settlement. Nevertheless, a large settlement concession should not be necessary as
firms are not expected to waive their right to appeal in return. One contentious issue
for the future is the relationship between settlements for civil proceedings on the
Community level, and the criminal prosecution of individual employees on the
national level. In the US firms and employees are able to approach the DOJ together
and enter into plea bargains for both, or obtain immunity for both. Although there
have been cases of national competition authorities employing forms of direct
settlements in civil proceedings163, these are not generally available in member states’
163
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criminal proceedings, and it is unlikely the Commission will ever be in a position to
make any guarantees to individuals.

The Commission has indicated that it will only invite firms to settle in cases that are
robust and where a thorough investigation has been carried out (including dawn
raids). This will hopefully ensure that inaccurate information is not relied upon and
that the Commission does not seek to settle cases too early. There is however a danger
that settlements will be under-employed; yielding few gains, especially as both the
firms and the Commission are free to abandon the settlement procedure at any time
before the final decision. Some firms may even initially participate in settlement
discussions, only to later abandon them. They may do this in order to gain a ‘head
start’ at building their defence by having premature access to the Commission’s case
against them.

Uniform concessions in the settlement procedure ostensibly prevent inconsistencies
between settlements. However, although the concession remains, the Commission
must still reach an understanding with firms about the maximum likely penalty they
will face. The wide discretion with which the Commission calculates fines makes it
hard for firms to accurately estimate the fine they should face, and thus reach
common understanding with the Commission that is consistent with previous
settlements. Moreover, achieving a mutual understanding through discussions will
inevitably involve some negotiating. Apart from the possibility of European firms
receiving favourable treatment, the agency problem may emerge whereby the
Commission becomes willing to accept lower potential maximum penalties (already
subject to the concession) in order to settle more cases. The Australian experience
outlined by Yeung highlights the difficulty of ensuring effective safeguards in a
settlement procedure to prevent unfairness and inconsistencies. The Advisory
Committee may provide some oversight, but creating incentives for the meaningful
scrutiny of settlements is extremely difficult. Firms are at least still free to appeal to
the CFI and ECJ where they feel they have been treated unfairly.

‘OFT Welcomes early resolution agreements and agrees over £116m penalties’ Press Release 170/07,
07 December 2007. Available: <http://www.oft.gov.uk/news/press/2007/170-07>
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With respect to implications for private enforcement, the Commission envisages the
settlement procedure to produce less detailed SOs. This may hinder follow on actions
for damages, and comes at a time when the Commission is trying to encourage such
litigation in national courts. However the resulting SO from the settlement procedure
should still be reasonably detailed and will certainly provide more assistance to
private parties than a US style plea bargain. For as long as firms are not required to
waive their right of appeal, the US incentive to settle may not be necessary.

The preserved rights of appeal are not only essential pursuant to Article 230 EC, but
also because firms would only be prepared to waive them if the settlement concession
outweighed the average fine discount awarded on appeal; currently at between 18-20
per cent.164 However without this requirement, the settlement procedure is only likely
to yield procedural savings; not the more substantial savings that can be made by
curbing costly and time consuming appeals. This paper has shown that most cartel
appeals in recent years have succeeded on grounds that fines and leniency discounts
have been miscalculated, not on contested facts. Indeed for some time the
Commission awarded 10 per cent leniency discounts to firms for not contesting the
facts and this did not stop firms from appealing.165 The settlement procedure is
unlikely to curb such appeals because firms only agree the potential maximum fine
they might face, not the final fine.

It is argued that this second cost saving can be realised, not by the Commission
extending the draft settlement procedure so as to exclude appeals (something that is
not possible by virtue of Article 230 EC), but rather by making the process by which
fines are calculated more transparent and predictable, so that they are harder to
challenge at appeal. A clearer fining policy may also make it more likely that firms
will settle; in the US, ‘transparency, predictability and proportionality are key policies
governing the negotiated resolution of cartel cases’166, as emphasised by DOJ
164
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officials. 167 Time is needed to observe how the Commission applies the 2006
guidelines on the method of calculating fines. However, on paper these guidelines do
not differ fundamentally from the 1998 guidelines which have received substantial
criticism for giving an illusion of scientific rigour, while preserving the Commission’s
very wide discretion in calculating fines.
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